ABSTRACT We propose signal-to-interference-plus-noise power ratio (SINR) maximizing rank one beamforming schemes for the full-duplex (FD) relay systems. The non-regenerative amplify and forward (AaF) relay is considered with multiple transmit antennas and multiple receive antennas. The residual selfinterference (SI) after analogue domain processing is to be suppressed by the proposed schemes so that the spectral efficiency of FD can be improved. We first analyze the correlation matrix of SI in a matrix power series and derive a convergent form of the correlation matrix so that the SINR expressions can be identified. Leveraging the structure of the SINR function on the beamformer (BF) vectors and power control parameter, two of the proposed schemes try to maximize SINR by optimizing a BF vector through iterative updates exploiting a bisection type search with the other BF vector being fixed. The third proposed scheme alternates over these two schemes to further enhance them by widening the search space that the BF vectors span. We compare the SINR of the proposed schemes with some reference schemes based on zero forcing approaches, maximum ratio reception, and maximum ratio transmission to characterize the performance improvement of the proposed schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Full-duplex (FD) techniques [1] - [4] are expected to be key tools in coming fifth generation wireless systems [5] , [6] and Internet of Things (IoT) applications [7] because they can double the usage of spectral resources by overlapping the transmission and the reception on the same resource. FD can be used at the base station [8] - [11] , at the relay [12] - [18] and at the mobile device [2] , [19] in deviceto-device communication mode. Also, FD techniques can be applied to improve the security of the wireless transmissions [20] - [22] . The impact on the overall network performance by the deployment of FD systems is studied in [23] and [24] . For practical implementation, the combined effect of analog to digital (ADC) and automatic gain control (AGC) on SINR and allowable dynamic range of received signal was analyzed in [25] . The promising potential of FD, however, can be achieved only when the selfinterference (SI) is sufficiently suppressed at the FD nodes.
Since the transmitter and the receiver are located in the same FD node, the distance between them is very close so that the receiver suffers from strong SI from its transmitter. Hence, the suppression of SI has been the key topic in the FD related researches [3] , [4] , where joint analogue domain approaches and digital domain beamforming approaches are recent trend [12] - [14] , [26] .
The use of multiple antenna techniques for the FD systems has been considered in many aspects. Using FD relays, Alamouti space time coding scheme is applied in [27] and a FD relay with massive antenna sets can support multiple source-destination pairs [16] . However, one of the main purposes of employing multiple antenna sets is to suppress the SI with beamforming techniques [12] - [16] , [28] . Specifically, Suraweera et al. [15] consider beamforming for the FD non-regenerative amplify-and-forward (AF) relay and Ugurlu et al. [18] consider beamforming for the FD regenerative decode-and-forward (DF) relay. In [15] , the outage performance of zero forcing beamforming (ZFBF) schemes are analyzed while the optimum beamformer (BF) in minimum mean square error (MMSE) sense for the FD DF relay channel is presented in [18] . The ZFBF is simple and effective in dealing with interference while it suffers from inherent power loss due to the orthogonal projection involved with the channel inversion. On the other hand, such loss from channel inversion can be avoided by the BF optimization with respect to the minimum mean square error (MMSE) or the signal to interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) (two are equivalent in the single stream transmission). The BF optimization of the DF FD relay and AF FD relay with respect to the MMSE metric is shown to improve the performance of ZFBF in [18] .
However, the signal model for the non-regenerative relay in [18] does not consider the time delay effect of SI in the AF FD relay while, in reality, the infinite components of time delayed SI terms are superimposed at the receive antennas of the FD relay [15] , [17] , [28] . In this paper, we presents SINR maximizing rank one BF schemes for the FD AF relay network with the SI signal model of infinite delayed terms, which overcome the inherent loss of the ZFBF scheme. The correlation matrix of the SI signal is represented by a matrix power series, whose convergent form is essential in developing the SINR expressions. Thus, we first present the convergent form of the SI correlation matrix along with the convergence condition and some simplifications of the derived SI correlation matrix in the rank one transmission. Due to requirement for the convergence of SI matrix, the SINR expressions of the AF FD relay network exhibit unique and interesting properties different from the SINR functions of half-duplex (HD) relay networks or the FD DF relay networks.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized in the followings.
• First, we derive the convergent form of the relay SI matrix and the condition under which the convergence is guaranteed. 1) We make some simplifications of the SI matrix for the rank one transmission so that the SINR expressions of FD AF relay networks can be identified on certain convergence intervals of the relay power control parameter. 2) We show that the convergence condition of the relay SI matrix makes the SINR expressions to have concave relation to the rely power control parameter.
• Since the rank one BF can be parameterized by the transmit BF vector, the receive BF vector and the power control parameter, the two proposed BF schemes in Section IV find one BF vector and the power control parameter with a bisection type approach while the other BF vector is fixed.
1) The bisection type search leads the algorithm to the point where the relay power constraint is met while the optimality of the found point is checked at the final step leveraging on the concave property of SINR functions. 2) The optimal directions of BF vectors are found by solving polynomial equations derived from geometric geodesic beamforming, which turns the BF optimizations into polynomial function optimizations after some manipulations based on the trigonometric identities. 3) We also show that the rank one maximum ratio combining (MRC) and maximum ratio transmission (MRT) scheme is the SINR maximizing BF scheme when the numbers of antenna sets at the relay go to the infinity (or in the massive antenna regime).
• The two proposed BF search schemes in Section IV and the ZFBF schemes exhibit dependence on the relative strength of the two hop links since these schemes find one of the BF vectors while the other BF vector is fixed. The search span of the two proposed algorithms can be expanded to remove the dependence on the relative link strength if we alternate over these two schemes and allow the two BF vectors to span the whole space at the same time as proposed in Section V.
• We compare the proposed BF algorithms with some reference schemes to identify the type and amount of gain acquired from the proposed scheme. This paper is organized as the following. In Section II, the system model of the proposed FD AF relay network is presented. The convergent form of the relay SI matrix is given in Section III and three SINR maximizing rank one BFs are proposed in Section IV and Section V. Massive antenna case and the effect of multiple antennas at the source and at the destination are considered in Section IV as well. Two BFs in Section IV are found from two bisection type search algorithms to optimize a BF vector with the other BF vector being fixed. The third one in Section V alternates on these two schemes to expand the spans of BF vectors. After the presentation of the numerical results in Section VI, Section VII concludes this paper.
The notations: A T , A H , A * , A † and Tr [A] are the transpose, the Hermitian transpose, the conjugation, the pseudo inverse and the trace of a matrix A, respectively. I k denotes the identity matrix with k × k dimensions and 0 k denotes the all zero matrix with k × k dimensions. A B denote the Hadamard product of A and B. CN (0, C) denotes the complex white Gaussian random vector with zero mean vector 0 and the covariance matrix C. (x) takes the real part of x.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In Fig. 1 , the multi input multi output (MIMO) FD relay network is shown with the FD amplify-and-forward (AF) relay having M T transmit antennas and M R receive antennas. Though it is shown in Fig. 1 that the source and the destination are equipped with a single receive antenna each, the case of multiple antenna source and destination will be addressed in subsection IV-D. The vector channel between the source and the relay (first hop) is denoted as h SR and the vector channel between the relay and the destination (second hop) is denoted as h RD . From the loop-back channel H RR , the transmit signal at the relay is fed back to its receive antennas and the desired signal from the source is interfered by the strong SI. The elements of these channel vectors are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) CN (0, I). 1 We restrict the M T × M R relay BF to have the rank one structure W = w T w H R , where the relay transmit vector w T and the relay receive vector w R are M T × 1 and M R × 1, respectively with w R 2 = 1. We denote P S as the source power and P R as the relay power.
Taking the processing delay τ , inherent in the AF FD relay, into account, the relay received vector at time instance n becomes
where x S (n) is the source message signal with x S (n) 2 = P S ; α R ( 1) is a scalar representing the path-loss of the feedback channel at the relay; the M R × 1 additive noise vector n R (n) is CN (0, I M R ) and x R (n) = Wy R (n − τ ) is the relay transmit vector at time n. 2 Then, we have the relay transmit signal vector as in (2) , as shown at the top of the next page.
Here, the terms with j ≥ 1 are the SI or loop-back interference (LI) signal. Given W = w T w H R , the relay output power is constrained as
The case we are interested in this paper is when α 2 R P R is up to 30 dB higher than P S so that the power of SI after the RF and analog domain SI suppression still dominates over the power of signal component. To emulate this condition, we, conveniently set the level of P R much higher than normal operational SNR range at the destination so that we need to introduce the path-loss factor α D for the relay-destination link 1 Note that the i.i.d. assumption on H RR reflects the worst case channel environment since, typically, strong line of sight components dominate over the scatter components in FD antenna sets and hence the loop back channel elements are more likely Rician distributed [29] even after the analogue cancellation. Thus in reality, the channel matrix H RR is expected to be rank deficient with a smaller degree of freedom so that the interference through such loop back channel is easier to handle than that from the full rank case. 2 We assume that the strong SI signal is suppressed enough by the RF and analogue interference suppression circuits so that the residual SI component and the desired signal component fall within the dynamic range of digital signal processing. Then, the residual SI signal is to be suppressed further by the digital BF approaches in this paper.
to compensate for this large P R . Then, the received signal at the destination is given as
where the additive noise at the destination n D (n) is CN (0, 1). Denoting the SI terms as
, the endto-end signal to interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) γ is given as
III. THE CONVERGENT FORM OF SINR
The expression E[|I| 2 ] for the interference power at the destination is needed for the SINR expression, where the key step is to find the convergent form of the correlation matrix
The convergent form of the matrix is shown in the following Proposition 1.
Proposition 1: With the eigen decomposition H RR W = S S −1 with the eigen values λ 1 , . . . , λ N r , the correlation matrix converges to
, where is the matrix whose i-th row and j-th column element is
Proof: The proof appears in Appendix A. Now, recall the rank one structure of the FD relay BF W = w T w H R . Then, the eigen decomposition H RR W = S S −1 has the non zero eigen value λ 1 with λ 2 = . . . = λ N r = 0 so that has the only non zero element on the leading diagonal position. The correlation matrix converges to
where s is the eigen vector corresponding to the non zero eigen value of H RR W after normalization. Now, we are given the interference power as
and the SINR expression at the destination as in (6) , as shown at the top of the next page. We want the pair of BF vectors w T and w R to maximize (6) (6), we have (7), as shown at the top of the next page, where s and λ 1 disappear. Note that the ZFBF that nulls out the SI component with the zero forcing condition (ZFC) w H R H RR w T = 0 [15] , [28] or the cases with negligible SI (α R ≈ 0) give the the familiar VOLUME 5, 2017
SNR expression as
For the other cases, where we take the non-zero residual SI into account, we are left with w T and w R to optimize. With the results of Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, the relay power constraint in (3) becomes as in (9) , as shown at the top of this page. Then, we have the following optimization problem.
while the SINR expression γ is in the convergence.
IV. SEPARATE BEAMFORMER OPTIMIZATIONS
Since the cost function in (7) is a rational function of the channel responses by the BFs w T and w R , the joint optimization of the cost function with the constraint in (9) is quite challenging. We, instead, take an approach of optimizing individual BF while the other BF is fixed so that we end up with working on two rational functions, each of which depends on either w T or w R . Finally based on these two individual optimizations, we present an alternating scheme that approaches the optimal BF set in Section V. Note that the maximum ratio combining and maximum ratio transmission (MRC-MRT) beamforming fixes w R to the first hop channel direction w R = h SR / h SR and w T to the second hop channel direction w T = ρh * RD / h * RD , where the relay power control parameter ρ will be decided by meeting the power constraint in (12) . Also, the zero forcing beamformers (ZFBF) in [15] fix either w R = h SR / h SR or w T = ρh * RD / h * RD and find the other beamformer vector using the projection onto orthogonal space.
A. FIRST SCHEME: FIX THE DIRECTION OF w T For the first SINR maximizing scheme, we fix the direction of w T to w 1 T (for example, to the second hop channel direction
T /ρ, the γ for the optimization in (10) and the power constraint (9) become as (11) and (12) , as shown at the top of this page, respectively. Here, h 1 = h T RD w 1 T /ρ. Note that (11) and (12) hold only when the convergence condition (0
, the left hand side of (12) blows up and γ 1 expression in (11) does not make any sense. Then, the optimization in (10) becomes as (13) .
Lemma 2 is useful in identifying the optimal ρ 2 and w R since it reveals the dependence of γ 1 on ρ 2 .
Lemma 2: Given w R , the γ 1 in (11) is a concave function of ρ 2 on the interval [0,
. Proof: From (11), we can see that γ 1 is zero when ρ 2 = 0 and
Then, the mean value theorem in calculus guarantees the existence of at least a local maximum point in the interval [0,
On the other hand, the dependence of SINR expression on ρ 2 can be represented by the form of
) and the dashed red lines meeting the power constraint.
. Therefore, the possible points of ρ 2 that maximize the SINR expression with a given w R can be identified when (AD − BE)ρ 4 + 2ACρ 2 + BC = 0, which has at most two real solutions. Since we need at least three extreme points to have more than one local maximum in the interval 0 ≤ ρ 2 <
there exists only a single local maximum in the interval and thus the γ 1 in (11) is a concave function of ρ 2 on the interval. Note that the left hand side of (12) is a monotonic function of ρ 2 on [0,
so that both the signal power and the SI power grow as we increase ρ 2 . However, the growth rate of the SI power becomes much faster than that of the signal power as ρ 2 approaches the convergence boundary (
, which makes the γ 1 a concave function of ρ 2 . Figure 2 shows the concave property of γ 1 on ρ 2 in Lemma 2 and how the power constraint in (12) intersects the γ 1 curve, where the red dashed power constraint line can meet the γ 1 curve either on the left hand side ((a) case) or on the right hand side ((b) case) of the maximum value (the red ''x'' mark). For the (a) case, the optimal ρ 2 is beyond the value that meets the power constraint while the optimal ρ 2 is far smaller than the value meeting the power constraint in case (b). In the latter case, the optimal ρ 2 can be found by solving the equation (AD − BE)ρ 4 + 2ACρ 2 + BC = 0. Given the concave property of γ 1 on ρ 2 , we need a way to optimize w R while ρ 2 is given. Using the geometric geodesic beamforming approach in [30] and [31] , Proposition 2 provides such a method. Here, we substitute the dependence on w R in γ 1 with a real variable and turn the cost function into a rational polynomial function so that the optimal point is easily identified. Note that w R depends only on h SR and h RR in (11) . Let us
Also from these vec-
We can first form the parameterized FD relay receive vector with the angle ϕ as 
⊥ is the projection of h SR onto the orthogonal direction ofh RR . To find a new w R with ρ 2 given, we can turn the optimization in (13) into (14) .
Then, Proposition 2 finds the optimal angle ϕ that maximizes γ 1 in (11) using the tangent value X = tan(ϕ). Let us define two parameter vectors as in (15) , as shown at the top of the next page, with
The optimal angle ϕ * of (14) can be found from the solutions of the seventh-order polynomial equation given in (16) , as shown at the top of the next page, with ϕ * = arctan(X * ), where X * is the optimal value maximizing γ 1 (ϕ) in (24) and 0 ≤ X ≤ arctan(π/2) = ∞.
Proof: The proof appears in Appendix B. The solution of polynomial equations such as (16) can be solved by the matlab function call roots. Since the coefficients of X 7 are canceled out, up to six real solutions of ϕ can be found and the values of SINR in (24) are compared to yield the ϕ * giving the maximum of γ 1 (ϕ). Once, the optimal angle ϕ * is identified, we can construct the optimal relay receive vector w * R = w R (ϕ * ). Then, using Proposition 2 and the concave property of γ 1 on ρ 2 in Lemma 2, we propose a bisection type search algorithm shown in Table 1 to find the optimal relay BF. 3 With a pre-defined number of steps T , the algorithm searches 3 The complexity of the algorithm in Table 1 is dominated by solving the polynomial equation in Proposition 2. And the roots function in matlab has the complexity equivalent to that of finding the eigen values of a matrix whose dimension is equal to the order of polynomial equation.
for the ρ 2 satisfying the power constraint with the associated w R maximizing γ 1 . After T bisection steps, the algorithm assumes that ρ 2 is near the point satisfying the power constraint with equality and compares the final ρ 2 with ρ 2 * , the positive solution of (AD − BE)ρ 4 + 2ACρ 2 + BC = 0. If it is the case (a) in Fig. 2 (ρ 2 < ρ 2 * ), the algorithm is terminated with the final ρ 2 and w R . Otherwise, the case (b) in Fig. 2 is effective so that the algorithm returns ρ 2 * with the corresponding w R found from Proposition 2. Note that the bisection type algorithm in Table 1 converges to the optimal point since γ 1 in (11) is concave in ρ 2 and a rational function of X so that their optimal values are identified.
B. SECOND SCHEME: FIXED w R Second, we fix w R to w 1 R (for example, to the first hop channel direction w 1 R = h SR / h SR ) and find w T . Again with the power control parameter ρ, we define w T = ρw T , where
R ) H h SR , the γ for the optimization in (7) becomes as in (17) , as shown at the top of this page, and the power constraint in (9) becomes as in (18) , as shown at the top of this page. Similarly to the previous subsection, the optimization in (10) becomes as (19) .
Again, SINR is a concave function of ρ 2 given w R andw T , the proof of which is similar to that in subsection IV-B and thus is omitted. Now, we need to findw T given ρ 2 . We can turn the optimization in (19) into (20) .
Sincew T depends on h * RD and h SRR = H H RR w 1 R in (17) we can use the geometric geodesic beamforming approach again. Let us
Also from these vectors, define the angle these two vectors make as = cos −1 (|h SRR H h * RD |/ h * RD ). We can again form the parameterized FD relay receive vector with the angle ϕ asw 
2 (ϕ). Then, Proposition 3 allows us to find the optimal angle ϕ * that optimizes the problem in (20) . Let us consider the four parameter vector definitions as in (21), as shown at the top of the next page, and the four function definitions in (22) , as shown at the top of the next page.
Proposition 3: The optimal angle ϕ * of (19) can be found from the solutions of the fifteenth-order polynomial equation given in (23) with ϕ * = arctan(X * ), where X * is the optimal value maximizing γ 2 (ϕ) in (17) and 0 ≤ X ≤ arctan(π/2) = ∞.
Proof: The proof appears in Appendix C. Similar to subsection IV-A, up to sixteen real solutions of ϕ can be found in Proposition 3 and the values of SINR in (26) are compared to yield the ϕ giving the maximum of γ 2 (ϕ). Once, the optimal angle ϕ * is identified, we can construct the optimal relay transmit vector w * T = ρw T (ϕ * ). Now, the concave property of γ 2 on ρ 2 , Proposition 3 and the power constraint in (18) allow us to use a similar bisection approach as in subsection IV-A to find the optimal relay BF. From the γ 2 expression in (17), we can construct a similar equation as
. (23) (AD − BE)ρ 4 + 2ACρ 2 + BC = 0 in Lemma 2 by taking the derivative of the objective function in ρ. This time, we have
. This new equation, Proposition 3 and the power constraint in (18) substitute the corresponding parts in Table 1 to form another bisection type search algorithm for ρ 2 andw T .
C. MASSIVE RELAY ANTENNAS
In this subsection, we investigate the behavior of the proposed BF schemes when massive numbers of relay antennas are used. First, we recall the definition of rank one maximum ratio combining -maximum ratio transmission (MRC/MRT) BF scheme, where we set w R = h SR / h SR andw T = h * RD / h * RD with ρ found from a bisection approach similar to the first half of Table 1 . 4 To show the behavior of the SINR maximizing BF schemes as the numbers of relay antennas (M R , M T ) approach the infinity, we need Lemma 3, where we show that the MRC/MRT is optimal in this regime.
Lemma 3: Either M R or M T approaches the infinity (massive antenna regime), the rank one MRC/MRT BF scheme becomes the SINR maximizing BF scheme. 4 Alternatively, we may use the completion of squares for ρ 2 if we turn the inequality in (12) into a second order equation of ρ 2 by multiplying the denominator term to both sides. Then, it is easy to see that only one value of ρ 2 among the two solutions falls onto the convergence range [0,
Proof: By the law of large numbers, the inner product vector H RR h * RD / h * RD with i.i.d. channel elements becomes all zero vector as the the number of relay transmit beamfomer antennas M T approaches the massive antenna regime. Setting the transmit BF as MRT (w T = ρh * RD /|h * RD |) makes the eigen value of SI correlation matrix λ 1 = |w H R H RR w T | zero and hence the power of SI term in E[|I| 2 ] diminishes to zero in the massive antenna regime. Then, the MRC scheme for the receive beamfomer (w R = h SR /|h SR |) results in the best SINR performance from (8) . Similarly, starting with MRC receive beamfomer makes the power of SI term zero in the massive antenna regime and gives the MRT the best SINR value. In either case, the MRC-MRT rank one beamfomer pair is the SINR maximizing BF scheme. Hence, the almost orthogonal property between two independent channel vectors of a large size keeps the SI from taking much effect on the FD system performance so that it makes the MRC/MRT scheme approaches the optimal performance.
D. MULTI-ANTENNA SOURCE AND DESTINATION
In this subsection, we suppose that there are N S antennas at the source and N D antennas at the destination. We present two BF schemes exploiting the advantage from these multiple antennas in conjunction with the SI suppression schemes presented in previous subsections and one to be presented in Section V. Similarly as in Section III, we define H SR as the M R × N S channel matrix from the source antennas to the FD relay receive antennas and define H RD One approach is a straightforward application of the bisection BF methods introduced in subsection IV-B and subsection IV-B, where we set w S and w D as the complex conjugate of the first right singular vector of H SR and the first left singular vector of H RD , respectively. With the definitions h SR = H SR w S and h RD = H T RD w * D , we can apply the signal model presented in Fig. 1 and the proposed BF schemes to this multi-antenna source-destination case. The other approach is to apply the zero forcing BF by meeting the SI zero forcing condition (w H R H RR w T = 0) using one of the antenna sets at the source and at the destination so that the relay BF vectors can take MRC/MRT BF scheme. ). Finally, the SINR expression is the same as that of ZFBF schemes in (8) and the power control parameter ρ 2 is set to
, which is found by setting the first term (representing the SI power) inside the bracket ([·]) of (12) to zero.
V. ALTERNATING SCHEME
The two SINR maximizing BF schemes in Section IV take bisection type approaches relying on the power constraints ( (12) and (18)) and polynomial equations (in Proposition 2 and in Proposition 3) to find one of BF vectors while the other BF vector is fixed. In this section, we present a scheme that alternates over these two schemes given in subsection IV-A and subsection IV-B to approach the overall optimal rank one relay BF W by allowing the two BF vectors to span the whole vector space at the same time. In each alternation of the proposed algorithm in Table 2 , the algorithm definitely finds the optimal parameter value with other parameters fixed. Therefore, we can guess that the alternating scheme in this section approaches the overall optimal rank one W with a high probability as well. For the alternating scheme, the alternation starts with one of two schemes in Section IV. Suppose we start the alternation with the first scheme, where we fix w T = ρh * RD / h * RD and get the first receive BF vector w 1 R . We fix w R = w 1 R and find a new transmit BF vector w 2 T in the second alternation and find a new receive BF vector w 3 R with w T = w 2 T in the third alternation. The alternation stops when the improvement of SINR is below a threshold. Table 2 summarizes the alternating BF scheme starting with w T = ρh * RD / h * RD .
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the SINR performance of the proposed BF schemes with that of other reference schemes.
The first reference scheme is MRC/MRT BF scheme. It is not hard to see that the MRC/MRT scheme is the optimal BF scheme when α R goes to zero (SI is perfectly removed by the analog domain processing). Secondly, there are two ZFBF schemes based on MRC or MRT, respectively. The MRC/ZF (or the ZF/MRT) scheme fixes the direction of w R (or w T ) to the first hop channel (h SR ) direction (or to the second hop channel (h RD ) direction) and finds the other BF vector w T (or w R ) from the orthogonal projection with the SI vector w H R H RR (or with the SI vector H RR w T ). The SINR expression of the ZFBF schemes follow (8) with the power control parameter ρ 2 is set to
. The proposed scheme in subsection IV-A (or the scheme in subsection IV-B) is denoted as MRC/BiSectionBF (or BiSectionBF/MRT) since it sets the vector w R (or w T ) similarly as FIGURE 5. The SINR of MRC/MRT scheme and BiSectionBF/BiSectionBF scheme for the FD relay system with different numbers of relay antennas against the self interference power to signal power ratio (α 2 R P R /P S ). Here, the numbers after the scheme in the legend denote the numbers of relay antennas (e.g. MRC/MRT 32 means M R = M T = 32). We have P S = 10, P R = 1000, α 2
in MRC/ZF (or ZF/MRT). Finally, the alternating scheme in Section V is denoted as BiSectionBF/BiSectionBF. Note that the number of bisection steps T is set to 10 in the simulations.
From Fig. 3 to Fig. 4 , we compare the SINR of various schemes against the self interference power to signal power ratio (SISR) defined as α 2 R P R /P S . The performance of MRC/MRT begins to degrade as SISR nears −20 dB and yields to SI in water-fall like fashion after a certain level of SISR. On the contrary, two ZF schemes show consistent performance against the increase of SISR though there exist certain SINR gaps from the performance of the MRC/MRT when the SISR level is low. Proposed schemes of this paper are shown to reduce these gaps throughout the SI range. When we compare Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , the performance of MRC based BF schemes and that of MRT based BF schemes depend on the second hop pass loss α 2 D , where it is set to 10 −3 and 10 −1 , respectively. As the second hop path loss becomes severe (α 2 D = 10 −3 ) and makes the strength of the second hop link weaker than that of the first hop link, MRT based schemes perform better than MRC based schemes. We can see that proposed MRC/BiSectionBF scheme and BiSectionBF/MRT scheme compensate for the loss of ZFBF schemes from that of the MRC/MRT with no SI in the weak SI region. The alternating scheme (BiSectionBF/BiSectionBF) is consistent in performance improvement and do not depend on the relative strength difference of the first and the second hop links. In Fig. 5 , we compare the SINRs of the MRC/MRT scheme and the BiSectionBF/BiSectionBF scheme as the numbers of relay antennas increase to massive numbers. The huge beamforming gain from a large number of antennas improves the SINR of BF schemes while the gap between the MRC/MRT scheme and the BiSectionBF/BiSectionBF scheme is reduced. This reduction of SINR gap follows the prediction of Lemma 3 in the massive antenna regime, where the law of large numbers takes effect to make two independent channel vectors almost orthogonal and to obviate the need of SI suppression.
From Fig. 6 to Fig. 7 , we compare the SINR of various schemes against the second hop link gain (α 2 D P R ). As the second hop link gain increases, the MRC based schemes outperforms MRT based schemes, which is complying with the results from those in Fig. 3 to Fig. 4 . The gain of the proposed schemes over reference schemes is prominent when SISR is high (α 2 R P R /P S = 16 (12 dB) in Fig. 6 ) than the case SISR is low in Fig. 7 . MRC/BiSectionBF scheme outperforms MRC/ZF scheme when the second hop link is weak while the gain narrows down when the second hop gets stronger. For the BiSectionBF/MRT scheme and ZF/MRT scheme, the trend is reversed. The alternating BiSectionBF/BiSectionBF scheme exhibits consistent gain regardless of the second hop link intensity so that its performance is guaranteed to excel that of ZFBF in any situation. In Fig. 8 , we compare the SINR of various schemes against the first hop link gain (P S ). Note that SISR decreases as the first hop link gain increases since the SI power (α 2 R P R ) is fixed in this case. At the high P S region, the MRC/MRT scheme performs close to the optimal while the SINR of ZF/MRC scheme deteriorates and is even worse than that of MRC/MRT. Again. the proposed bisection type algorithms yield consistent advantage over ZF schemes and MRC/MRT scheme. Finally in Fig. 9 , we compare the two BF schemes in subsection IV-D when there are multiple antennas at the source and at the destination. Here, the numbers of relay antennas are fixed (M R = M T = 2) while the antennas at the source and at the destination have the value one or two. The green dashed curves reflect the alternating BF scheme in Section V while the source and the destination form the beams according to the first singular vectors. The purple curves show the SINR results when the SI suppression is delegated to the source antennas so that the ZFC condition is met by the source BF as shown in subsection IV-D. The curves in Fig. 9 show that both schemes harvest the SINR gain from multiple source and/or destination antennas while the ZF based scheme exhibits significant loss against the alternating BF scheme at thigh second hop channel gain (α 2 D P R ). Obviously, this loss comes from the channel inversion operation of the ZF based scheme.
VII. CONCLUSION
Based on the derivation of SI correlation matrix, three rank one BF schemes are proposed to maximize SINR of the FD AF relay systems. Two of the proposed schemes optimize a BF vector of a rank one BF by a bisection type search approach while the other BF vector is fixed. Finally, an alternating scheme is proposed to widen the search space of the two proposed schemes so that the performance gain over the ZFBF schemes is consistent and regardless of the channel condition. The behavior of the proposed BF schemes in the massive antenna regime is discussed and the way to exploit the BF advantage at the source and the at the relay is addressed as well. The SINR comparison of the proposed schemes with some reference schemes reveals SINR improvement of the proposed schemes in various situations. Combined with analogue domain SI suppression techniques, the proposed digital domain processing provides a strong 
